FAC Scale Documentation Guide by Vance Gilbert
FAC Scale is still by far the most popular event in the Flying Aces. It is the perfect opportunity to meld art, sport, and
science into one friendly and informative competition with like-minded pursuitists (yep...made that word up…). Yet, as
one FAC’er has said to me, “...assembling the documentation package is traumatic...I hated doing book reports back in the
6th grade and I hate them now…” Well…this article will hopefully provide guidelines to make that “book report” a far
less traumatic event, making it one that is simple, fun, informative, representative of your model, and maybe even making
you out to be a bit of the historian of note.
WHAT’S MOST IMPORTANT TO INCLUDE
— PICTURE OF YOUR SUBJECT
Whatever pictures you have of the ship. The picture trumps all, and has the last word as to what it looks like, what the
details are, what was light and dark etc. A published colorized piece of artwork out of The Illustrated Encyclopedia of
Blah Blah will suffice, but remember, this was invariably drawn by someone that also had a picture of the plane. Do a
Google web search for your ship, check inter-library loan for a book containing it, or write a friend that might have a book
that has your plane in it.
— 3-VIEW OF YOUR SUBJECT (or purchase/published plan)
The three view is the line drawing of the airplane that shows the top, side, and front views of your subject. It gives the
true shape (or as true as that artist that day can muster) of flight surface tips, fuselage line and contours, and the location
of various details of the plane. It is essential if you are to draw your own plans.
The three view is of secondary importance to the picture, however. It is there to back up what you see in those real life in
the pictures. That said, a simpler, well done 3-view will better serve the FAC’s purpose than an uber detailed, every-rivetcounted view. General rule is that if there is a really complicated 3-view at your disposal, there exist a simple 3-view
somewhere. See the “Pictures of Your Subject” section (above) to see where to go research-wise.
— COLOR AND MARKING JUSTIFICATION OF YOUR SUBJECT
~ Here are your colors, Sir In many cases, particularly for the Golden Age, this is the hardest criteria to come across. Sometimes it is spelled out for
the modeler on a picture, 3-view, or a plan. Or you’ve come across a colorized pic from the Blah Blah Encyclopedia. Or
you actually have a color pic of the plane. Bravo! Your work is done! Still, a statement of the colors you see actually
written down in your package near the photos, with an arrow to the area, makes it “contractual”, just in case one man’s
silbergrau, to his eyes, is another man’s white.
~ Hey Buddy, your guess is as good as mine, you are the historian More often than not colors are ignored by even the greatest of aviation historians and therefore go unrecorded. Don’t let
any of that stop you. Look at planes from the same factory, same time. Dave Stott called it the “leftover paint theory”.
Planes from the same era, same usage, same purchaser might likely be particularly finished. Dark, light, silver, grey,
corrugated, sometimes yellow is dark because of orthochromatic film…. oh there are lots of rules when “guessing” color
form black and white photos. Do some research, good luck, have fun, and enjoy being the historian.
Bottom line is make the statement as to what you believe the color to be or what the markings may have been by saying,
underneath the pictures somewhere:
“Colors were probably all-silver with blue trim and blue wheel discs, as this ship was also in the hire of Imperial Aircraft
at this time, and this was their scheme. Brown (wood) struts, black wheels, brass radiator”.
Done.
Same can be said for a unique or little known Russian or Bulgarian or whatever warplane or cropduster and the itinerant
markings. If there’s room, there is no sin in including an actual color pic of a similar plane and saying yours was colored
similarly. Judges will note: All these methods should garner full color and marking points if you even attempt to be
thorough.
—-FIFTY WORD DESCRIPTION OF THE PLANE’S NAME, TIME PERIOD, AND USAGE
“The Dayton Wright Aerial Coupe O W-1 (1919) was a four seat touring aircraft by the Dayton-Wright Company, one of
the first American post-war civilian passenger cabin aircraft, intended for the post WW1 civilian air travel boon, which
never materialized. Only one was built.” -Or“P-38 Lightning “YIPPEE” was the 5,000th Lightning built, and rolled off the line in Burbank California in May 1944,
signed by everyone who worked on it. “
For a lesser known subject, maybe a mention of what powered the plane.
Done.

Truly, the judges have planes of their own to fly, and really aren’t in a position to read an in-depth history of your pride
and joy. Simple and short rules the day..
CAVEATS
~ Hey Jack, where’s your plan?
There was a time in FAC Scale where all you needed was the building plan to enter and compete. Sure, that’s still fine at
your local contest, particularly with a newcomer that hasn’t gone all Ken Burns historical about FAC like you have. Over
the years occasionally plans have had a picture, a three view, and “call outs” of the colors right there - now THAT”S a
complete plan! If you use a published or kit plan rather than a 3-view as your secondary source to your pictures, well,
remember - that plan or kit was drawn from something. Bottom line with plans is this - if you have a decent/defining
picture(s), 3-views, and a source for color, leave the plan home. That’s heresy to some old school FAC’ers, but trust me,
judge wants to see how closely you’ve represented the real thing on your flying replica.. They don’t want to open and
unfold some multi-folded full-sized thing. How you got there (the plan) really is your business. Some people never even
use plans, actually going straight from a little 3-view with calipers and a calculator and “drawing” their plan with the
wood tacked onto an appropriate board. You will have a hard time finding a plan for a scale ship by the late great Jack
McGillivray. I watched him do this years ago. Irony is that he was a draftsman for a living.
~ Correct that 3 view, color call out, or colorized picture
Sure, get some white out and a pencil and a french curve and fix that 3-view to accord with your picture. Or maybe your
colorized view has some of it correct but, in your opinion, some of it wrong. Say so with a bullet in the “Colors” part of
your documentation:
“Although this view shows correct colors of silver and dark mahogany for the fuselage, photo’s actually support the wing
being bleached linen colored rather than the silver shown”.
*We’d never suggest that some kanone hounds have done things to 3-views and pics to make their building simpler,
lighter, easier or whatever. They’ll do what they’ll do. We’re appealing here to the historian in the FAC builder. That’s
why you do this in the first place, nest paw? History, in a thermal, overhead. What else is there?*
~ Don’t snow the judges with volumes of stuff
There is such a thing as having too many photos and views. Port, starboard, top, bottom, is plenty for a start. Maybe one
or two extra pics of cowling scoop details, wing bomb mounts, a prominent and defining wing fillet, or of that special
radial engine you’ve made. Also, if you must show a picture of a different plane/sister ship because it was the only pic of
some detail or another and you know that detail was shared by all ships like it, say so: “Pictured here is NC1023 to show
scoop detail. Same would be on NC1026:
~ Proposed or unbuilt planes.
Here’s where the FAC get’s to be even more fun. Suppose you’d like to draw up or build from a plan (there are a few) a
plane that was… supposed (proposed)? Well, the FAC has room for you, Brother! Here’s what to supply to get full credit
for your Lawson Bomber or Lippisch P.04-106:
- 3-view
- Colorized pics or the like, or pic of another plane from the same /company/designer/usage
- Statement as to the planes projected use
- Statement by you, the modeler, describing why that plane is colored the way it is
List look familiar? Well, the only difference is that outside of the 3-view, speculation rules the day. Look at the bevy of
Lippisch P-13s or Boeing 306 flying wings in FAC competition.
SOURCES
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